
Chicago Wedding Hologram Rental Company
Releases Youtube Video Of Local Wedding
Event Display

Holographic Display At Wedding

More Elegant Than A Projection Mapping
Cake - WeddingHolograms.com Releases
Youtube Video Of Local Wedding
Featuring 3D Hologram With Bride &
Groom

CHICAGO, IL, UNITED STATES,
September 27, 2018 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- Sometimes you
have to see it to believe it. That’s why a
Chicago-based 3D hologram wedding
rental company,
WeddingHolograms.com, has released
a YouTube video of its most recent
hologram event display--this time at a
elegant downtown Chicago wedding.
The video is intended to broadly
illustrate two things: the holograms themselves and the ease with which those holograms can
highlight a wedding reception. The presence of holograms at a wedding might, at first, sound a
little futuristic and implausible. The reality is that these novel technological installations are

A lot of people, when they
call, their first question is:
what does it look like? The
video we’ve released
showcases what a hologram
display at a wedding looks
like and how people
respond to it.””

M.Smith

becoming more accessible and more refined, creating a
powerful niche for this trending, chic display of technology
and artistry. WeddingHolograms.com is at the forefront
and the cutting edge of holographic displays for
weddings.

View Wedding Hologram Video Here At Wedding
Holograms Youtube Page

3D Holograms displays at weddings might at first sound
like a rather limited niche. But the reality is that nearly all
couples want their special day to memorable--not only
because of the love they are celebrating but also because

of the festivities involved. In other words, they want the reception to be just as memorable as
the wedding. The video released by WeddingHolograms.com shows just how effective a 3D
hologram display is in doing just that. 

“A lot of people, when they call, their first question is: what does it look like? The video we’ve
released really showcases what a 3D hologram display at a wedding looks like and how people
universally respond favorably to it.” For Smith, the reactions are the best part. The video
showcases wedding attendees impressed not only by the animation itself but by the
customization involved. Many of the hologram displays featured custom images or the happy
couple or inscriptions of the couple’s names. A custom wedding cake with bride and grooms
names, floating wedding rings,  and even virtual 3d holographic congratulations cards that
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attendees have created and can view in
holographic form.

WeddingHolograms.com offers several
different hologram types, all available
for rental. Under their model, delivery,
set-up, and removal of the hologram
units is covered in the rental costs. This
makes hologram rentals for weddings
(as well as other events and parties)
suddenly much more feasible, helping
to explain some of the sudden rise in
the popularity of this technology. But
it’s difficult to discount just how
surprised people often are at the
sophistication of the images. That’s
why the video released by
WeddingHolograms.com spends so
much time highlighting the capabilities
of modern hologram technology and of
the final results. Holograms have never
looked so realistic. And that makes 3D
holograms for weddings and events
much more impressive.

“The video we’ve released really shows
you can make an impression on
someone,” Smith said. “That’s been
really important to our clients. And that
makes sense. Everyone wants to
remember a wedding!” The video
released by WeddingHolograms.com
was taken at an exclusive Chicago
wedding, as is evident by the high class
accoutrements. But in some ways, the
video could have been recorded at
almost any wedding across America:
guests stop to marvel at the hologram installations. And they marvel not only because the
technology is impressive but also because the customization of the holograms allows them to
connect to the newlyweds in a very personal way.

At the confluence of innovative and available, 3D holograms at weddings are sure to be a bit hit--
and a bit trendsetter--for years to come. Wedding goers will be impressed with the technology,
no doubt. But they will also marvel over the intricacy and artistry of the designs and displays
themselves. If you want to know more about how to rent a 3D hologram display for your
wedding, contact WeddingHolograms.com.

About WeddingHolograms.com: WeddingHolograms.com is a brand new website dedicated to
making it easier for wedding planners, event coordinators, and happy couples in the Chicago
area to rent custom 3D holographic displays. The website itself will offer unique experiences for
brides and grooms, helping them choose the best custom hologram display for their receptions
or weddings. To learn more about this Chicago-based company, visit their website at
WeddingHolograms.com. 

3D Hologram Display Rentals For Your Wedding Reception. www.WeddingHolograms.com was

https://www.weddingholograms.com/


created for those looking for more “Wow” and less ordinary on their wedding day.  Based in the
Chicago suburbs, we provide personalized holographic displays for a one-of-a-kind experience
that guests will talk about for years. Stylish and cutting-edge 3d holograms to choose from,
including fully personalized and custom options. Just tell us your date, choose your hologram
options, and we’ll do the rest, we even delivery and set up every hologram display. Your guests
will be amazed, impressed, and instantly sharing on social media!!

www.WeddingHolograms.com
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